Abstract. Ultrasound (US)-guided interventions are often enhanced via integration with an augmented reality environment, a necessary component of which is US calibration. Calibration requires the segmentation of fiducials, i.e., a phantom, in US images. Fiducial localization error (FLE) can decrease US calibration accuracy, which fundamentally affects the total accuracy of the interventional guidance system. Here, we investigate the effects of US image reconstruction techniques as well as phantom material and geometry on US calibration. It was shown that the FLE was reduced by 29% with synthetic transmit aperture imaging compared with conventional B-mode imaging in a Z-bar calibration, resulting in a 10% reduction of calibration error. In addition, an evaluation of a variety of calibration phantoms with different geometrical and material properties was performed. The phantoms included braided wire, plastic straws, and polyvinyl alcohol cryogel tubes with different diameters. It was shown that these properties have a significant effect on calibration error, which is a variable based on US beamforming techniques. These results would have important implications for calibration procedures and their feasibility in the context of image-guided procedures.
Introduction
Ultrasound (US) imaging has become a mainstay in imageguided interventions, providing real-time information about the anatomy of interest. In the case of spinal anesthesia delivery, US is the modality of choice, particularly in obstetrics, due to counter-indications that prevent the use of modalities with ionizing radiation. 1 US has the additional benefits of being widely available, low cost, and mobile. 2 These advantages of US have led to its integration as an intraoperative imaging technique in image-guided interventions, often in conjunction with an augmented reality (AR) environment for navigation. 3 These environments aim to complement the surgeon's conventional visualization by displaying the surgical tools, preoperative and intraoperative images, and virtual models all in one common frame of reference. 4 The AR guidance systems are made possible with the integration of tracking technology to localize and track surgical tools and intraoperative images. A fundamental criterion for the integration of US images in AR environments is US calibration, the process whereby images from a tracked US probe are placed in the context of the tracker, i.e., a common frame of reference. More specifically, US calibration is the process of calculating the transformation (rotation, translation, and scaling) between the image plane and the origin of the sensor mounted on the US probe.
Commonly, US calibration is performed by capturing US images of a tracked, stationary calibration phantom with a known geometry at various depths and phantom poses. Then, the phantom features, i.e., fiducials, are segmented in the images. Knowing the physical location of the fiducials and the US probe in tracker space and the location of the fiducials in the US image space, the transformation between the US image and the probe sensor can be calculated. Many different US probe calibration techniques using a variety of phantom geometries have been proposed over the years. One of the most common of these is a Z-bar calibration technique, using taut wires in a Z shape as fiducials. This technique has the advantage of low cost phantoms 5 and a fully automatic pipeline developed and available in the open-source PLUS library. 6 Alternative proposed US calibration methods take advantage of the properties of different geometries, which are not immediately representable as points in the US image. Wall calibration, 7 for example, uses a single highly reflective plane, which, seen in cross-section, becomes a line. The main advantage of this approach is that segmentation of a line has properties that make it more robust. Other volume-based methods, such as the rooftop phantom, 8 have been used to provide similar orientation information in 3-D US calibration. Phantomless calibration has also been of increasing interest as surgical tools or needles could be used in lieu of a dedicated calibration phantom. 9 These tools are often modeled as lines or points in a cross-sectional view, similar to the wires in the Z-bar phantom.
Regardless of the calibration phantom type, the basis of US calibration is the accurate and rapid segmentation of fiducials. The imaging and segmentation steps of an US calibration pipeline traditionally rely on conventional B-mode imaging, where highly reflective materials, such as taut wires, are commonly used as fiducials. Due to ringing effects, specular reflection, beam width, and low resolution outside the focal region, such fiducials appear widespread and/or blurred in US images, making their localization in the US image a challenging task. For example, Fig. 1 shows US images of braided wire fiducials of 0.3 mm in diameter placed within and out of the focal region of the image, with the foci at 7 and 7.5 cm in both cases. These fiducials, even when in focus, appear spread out and much larger than their actual size in the US image, making their accurate segmentation prone to error. Inaccuracies in fiducial localization can result in calibration error, which ultimately decreases the accuracy of image-guided interventions.
To overcome the challenges, we have investigated the effects of US image beamforming and reconstruction 11 as well as phantom material and geometry 12 on fiducial appearance and localization in US images and, ultimately, US calibration accuracy. To improve US image quality of the fiducials, synthetic aperture imaging (SAI) was used. SAI is a focusing technique, providing dynamic focusing and high resolution throughout the entire image, which could lead to improved fiducial localization and subsequently calibration accuracy. In addition, since hypoechoic materials with acoustic properties similar to tissue produce fewer ringing effects in US images, it is expected that fiducials made out of such materials would be more easily segmented in these images, leading to increased US calibration accuracy. A comprehensive overview of these studies, submitted to SPIE Medical Imaging 2014 and 2015, is described in detail in this paper.
Purpose
The purpose of this article is to investigate the effects that US image beamforming technique, phantom geometry, and material acoustic properties play in US calibration and what effect these factors have on overall US calibration accuracy. By quantifying these effects, US calibration for image-guided interventions can be optimized appropriately according to the beamforming technique and calibration phantom design.
Background

Error in Ultrasound Calibration
A common approach to US calibration is to image a phantom or set of fiducials with a known geometry and formulate a marker-based registration problem relating the known geometry to the image through a coordinate transformation. This registration accuracy and, ultimately, the calibration accuracy are affected by a number of factors including the fiducial localization accuracy, fiducial configuration, and the number of fiducials used. 13, 14 As US calibration is inherently a registration problem, 15 the metrics used for evaluating US calibration accuracy are the same as those used for registration processes, namely, the fiducial localization error (FLE), fiducial registration error (FRE), and target registration error (TRE). 13, 16 The FLE is defined as the distance of the localized fiducial in the US image from the fiducial's true position in the image space. However, the true position of the fiducial in the image is "forever unknown." 13 As a result, in practice, the true position of a fiducial is estimated as the mean location of fiducials identified in all the segmented images. FRE is the root-mean square distance between homologous fiducials after registration. The expected value of FRE depends on the number of fiducials used and the expected square value of FLE. 13 Fitzpatrick et al. 13 have shown that FRE is not a reliable predictor of registration accuracy. An error that is more of a concern in US calibration is the TRE, which is a more direct measure of registration error. 17 TRE is defined as the distance between homologous points, other than the fiducials used for the registration process, after registration has been performed. TRE is strongly dependent on the fiducial configuration and the position of the measurement points with respect to registration fiducials. 13 Therefore, to reduce TRE in US calibration, the fiducials should be placed throughout the entire field of view.
Although targets can be separate objects in practice, a surrogate metric, the leave-one-out TRE, is often used. Given a set of N imaged fiducials, X, with known locations, Y, the leave-oneout TRE can be calculated as follows:
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where T ¬i ð·Þ is a calibration algorithm minimizing the FRE for the fiducial set X \ fX i g, that is, all fiducials except the i'th. In this work, the leave-one-out TRE is used to evaluate and compare the calibration error in the proposed calibration techniques.
Rigid and Anisotropic-Scaled Calibration Transformations
Often, the transformation between the known geometry and calibration images is rigid, consisting only of rotation and translation. To specify a transformation, corresponding points between the geometry and its representation in the image must be known.
In the case of Z-bar calibration, 18 these correspondences can be approximated quickly allowing for the calibration transformation to be formulated as an "Orthogonal Procrustes" problem and solved analytically. 19, 20 If point-to-point correspondences are not known a priori, the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm 21 can be used to simultaneously find these correspondences and the rigid transformation. ICP is a generic algorithm, independent of shape representation, that iteratively performs a correspondence and a transformation operation until a stable solution is obtained. The correspondence operation establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the measurement point-set and the model point-set using the shortest Euclidean distance, and the transformation operation finds the optimal rigid-body transform using a closed-form, least-squares method. 19, 20 In general, ICP converges monotonically but requires a fairly reasonable initialization to reach a global minimum.
We used anisotropically scaled ICP proposed by Chen et al. 22 to solve for the US calibration transform. This method improves the accuracy of US calibration by solving for anisotropic pixel scaling in addition to translation and rotation. Deviations of the speed of sound from 1540 m∕s (the speed assumed by most scanners) can result in anisotropic pixel scaling when using a linear array probe. These effects are particularly significant when performing US calibration in a room temperature water bath. 15 Similar to traditional ICP, this algorithm converges monotonically. 22 However, this increased flexibility has its disadvantages as a larger number of fiducials or images must be acquired to accurately determine the additional scaling parameters. 23 That is, although anisotropic-scaled calibration is guaranteed to have a lower FRE than rigid calibration, with fewer than seven calibration images, anisotropic-scaled calibration can result in a higher TRE. 23 
Synthetic Aperture Imaging
SAI techniques, originally conceived for radar systems, have been investigated in medical US imaging since the early 1990s. 24 SAI provides dynamic focusing and improves resolution throughout the image via postprocessed beamforming, which in turn improves US image quality. Unlike traditional B-mode imaging, where transmit focal regions are predefined and fixed, SAI achieves focusing in both transmit and receive on every image point. Therefore, SAI allows for higher resolution and interpretability throughout the entire image, rather than only at prespecified foci. SAI has shown superior image quality in breast, 25 liver, 26 abdominal US imaging 27 due to increased resolution.
There are multiple methods for performing synthetic aperture beamforming. In the modified synthetic transmit aperture (STA) algorithm, 28 employed in this work, each element in the probe array transmits sequentially in an isolated manner. After each transmit, every crystal is used to receive echoes. The acquired complete dataset allows both dynamic transmit and receive focusing to be achieved. Then, image reconstruction is performed in two stages. In the first stage, an image is reconstructed after each transmit. As a result, the number of images reconstructed is equal to the number of transmissions, i.e., the number of elements in the array. Image reconstruction is performed using the delay-and-sum technique. 24 Coherent summation is performed by finding the geometric distance between the transmitting element to the image point and back to the receiving element, resulting in dynamic receive focusing. In STA, the angular directivity function, fðθÞ, of the transducer element is incorporated as weights in the delay-and-sum stage. 28 fðθÞ describes the radiation pattern of the transducer element and can be calculated using the far-field approximation for the narrow-strip transducer element as follows: 29 E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 2 2 fðθÞ ¼ sinðπd∕λ sin θÞ πd∕λ sin θ cos θ;
where d is the element width and λ is the wavelength. fðθÞ is calculated for both the transmit and receive elements. During transmission, θ is the angle between the transmit element's surface normal and a virtual line connecting the element's center to the image point [ Fig. 2(a) ]. In receive, θ is defined as the angle between the receive element's surface normal and a virtual line connecting the receive element's center to the image point [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Due to the finite size of a single transducer element, its acoustic radiation pattern is not spherical and instead is angular dependent. 29 Therefore, images reconstructed in the first stage, referred to as low resolution images, have appreciable signal only over a limited field of view. In the second stage, the low resolution images are added together and a high resolution image is obtained. 24 As a result, focusing in both transmit and receive is achieved (Fig. 3) .
Segmentation of these STA images is greatly simplified due to the increased resolution, particularly for small features, such as echoes of wires in a calibration phantom. In the past, calibration has been restricted to conventional B-mode images. By performing calibration on STA images rather than B-mode images, higher accuracy segmentation of the wire fiducials is possible.
Effect of Imaging Type on Ultrasound Calibration
Here, the performance of STA on Z-bar calibration accuracy is compared with that of conventional B-mode imaging. High-resolution STA images are expected to facilitate fiducial localization in the image, allowing for more accurate calibration of US probes.
Z-Bar Ultrasound Calibration
The basis of Z-bar calibration 18 is the calibration phantom, which consists of two parallel plates a known distance apart with a grid of holes milled perpendicular to the faces of the plates. Wires, acting as line fiducials, are then threaded through the two plates to form a series of Z-shaped configurations. A magnetic tracker is rigidly affixed to the calibration phantom. These collinear line fiducials produce identifiable echoes in the US images. In the experiment presented in this section, the Z-bar phantom designed by the PERK lab, known as the fCal phantom, 30 was used. The tracked fCal phantom and an US image of it are shown in Fig. 4 .
All of the line fiducials are localized in the US images. Because of the Z-shaped configuration, the intersections of the US image plane with the diagonal fiducials can be calculated based on similar triangles. 6 Using the tracking information, these points are transformed into probe coordinates and registered with their corresponding pixel locations in the US image, yielding a calibration transform relating the US image to the tracking sensor rigidly fixed to the probe.
Experimental Setup
The calibration experiment consists of a SonixRP US Scanner and L14-5 linear probe, with an element pitch of 0.30 mm (BK Ultrasound, Analogic Corp., Massachusetts), a Z-bar calibration phantom, and an Aurora Magnetic Tracking System (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada) arranged, as shown in Fig. 5 . Both the US probe and calibration phantom are fixed in place using plastic supports to remove relative motion and are magnetically tracked, using six degrees-of-freedom (DoF) magnetic sensors, allowing for their tracking coordinates to be captured simultaneously with image acquisition. The rootmean-square error of the position and orientation measurements of the tracking system using a six DoF sensor is 0.48 mm and 0.30 deg, respectively. 31 The Z-bar calibration phantom included two opposite 40-mm wide Z-shaped line fiducial configurations 5 mm apart in the depth direction.
The US imaging settings for the calibration process are chosen to provide the highest resolution possible and cover the imaging depth that is intended for the image-guided procedure. In this study, the highest US frequency provided by the scanner for the linear array, 10 MHz, was used to acquire the highest resolution B-mode US images of the phantom. The image depth was set to 9 cm, the largest possible value at the chosen frequency. As US image quality is often compromised at larger depths, largely due to attenuation, choosing a large depth would ensure a challenging US calibration task. Two focal zones were chosen for B-mode imaging, at ∼7 and 7.5 cm, as shown in Fig. 4 , to improve image resolution especially at larger depths.
Calibration experiments were performed at an imaging depth of 9 cm with the calibration phantom placed 6 to 9 cm from the probe. This experiment involved acquiring nine images using both B-mode and STA imaging with the probe and calibration phantom physically secured to ensure correspondence between the images in each mode. The beamforming for STA imaging was performed using the Texo SDK (BK Ultrasound, Analogic Corp.), and the raw RF data were acquired using the SonixDAQ (BK Ultrasound, Analogic Corp.). The same center frequency as the one used for B-mode imaging was used for STA imaging, i.e., 10 MHz. The sampling frequency was set to 40 MHz. STA images were then reconstructed from the raw RF data, using an approximation of the speed of sound in water at room Fig. 4 (a) Z-bar calibration phantom and (b) corresponding B-mode image. temperature, 1480 m∕s. 30 The line fiducials intersect the imaging plane at six locations, producing hyperintensities. Both STA and B-mode images were segmented by six users. The image segmentation was performed twice in each imaging mode by each user with the images displayed in a randomized order to minimize learning and fatigue effects. An anisotropic Orthogonal Procrustes solution based on singular value decomposition 19 was then performed to find the relationship between the tracking coordinates and segmented line fiducials.
Results
Qualitatively, compared with the B-mode images, STA produced much more readily interpretable US images of the Z-bar calibration phantom, the line fiducials being clearer and easier to visually localize, as demonstrated in Fig. 6 . STA imaging also reduced the number and severity of artifacts in the images, such as the reflections of the bottom of the water bath.
For evaluation purposes, the mean fiducial location identified by all participants was used as the estimate of the true physical location, assuming the localization follows a normal distribution without bias. The FLE was then calculated for each user. The mean absolute error was 0.15 and 0.21 mm for SAI and B-mode, respectively. SAI resulted in a 29% improvement in FLE compared with conventional B-mode imaging. For the sake of comparison, the axial and lateral dimensions of a pixel in the B-mode image were 0.175 and 0.176 mm, respectively. Calibration accuracy was determined by measuring both the FRE and the leave-one-out TRE. When these segmented fiducials were used for calibration, the resulting FRE also improved from 1.56 to 1.42 mm, i.e., an improvement of 9%, with SAI. The resulting mean leave-one-out TRE improved from 2.00 to 1.80 mm, corresponding to a 10% improvement with SAI. These values are recorded in Table 1 .
The improvements in FLE, FRE, and leave-one-out TRE are all statistically significant (p < 0.01). It is important to note that the error due to magnetic tracking is a major contributor to the calibration error. As a result, the large improvement in line fiducial localization translated into a more modest but still significant improvement in the final calibration accuracy.
Phantom Material and Geometric Properties on Ultrasound Calibration
There is considerable uncertainty regarding the localization of the centroid of wire fiducials. 6 As shown in Fig. 1 , wire fiducials appear larger than their true size and/or blurred in B-mode US images, especially when placed at an oblique angle with the image plane or outside the focal region of the transducer. Such widespread echoes in the image are not representative of the true cross-section of the line fiducials with the image plane. As a result, the true intersection of the US beam's mid-plane with these line fiducials is not robustly identifiable, which decreases segmentation accuracy.
While changing the gain and dynamic range of the B-mode image could improve the image quality, not all the artifacts can be eliminated and fiducial localization remains a challenging task. For the same gain and dynamic range settings, fiducials with lower echogenicity lessen the impact of the aforementioned artifacts in US, such as the comet tail artifact and spreading at oblique angles. In this section, the effect of such materials on US calibration accuracy is investigated.
Phantomless Ultrasound Calibration
The phantomless calibration 9 technique has the advantage of using tracked surgical tools, such as a needle or a stylus, in lieu of a dedicated phantom to perform calibration. US phantomless calibration can be formulated as a point-to-line registration problem, 16 which was solved using the ASICP algorithm mentioned in Sec. 3.2. An added benefit of this approach is that, in any image, only a single calibration object needs to be identified, which simplifies the process of automatic segmentation by eliminating any correspondence problems. Also, this framework allows for the use of a calibration phantom that can be modeled as a line or cylinder, similar to a surgical tool. This facilitates integration of different materials in the phantom construction.
As with Z-bar calibration, these phantoms and the US probe are tracked using a magnetic tracking system (Aurora, Northern Digital, Canada). The US probe is calibrated through the acquisition of at least three images showing a cross-section of the calibration object. However, a larger number of images (7 to 12) were acquired to ensure a higher accuracy calibration representative of clinical use. The phantoms used in this study and automated segmentation procedures are explained in the following sections.
Phantom Material
In this study, calibration phantoms were modeled as hollow plastic straws of different diameters, 7 and 3 mm, or solid tubes. The material used for making hypoechoic solid tubes was polyvinyl alcohol cryogel (PVA-C), a well-known tissue mimicking material in US imaging. 32 These phantoms were made by pouring PVA-C into molds, specifically, plastic straws with two different diameters, and then subjecting them to three freeze-thaw cycles. The phantoms were then fixed in a tracked frame. For comparison purposes, a braided wire phantom, with a diameter of 0.3 mm, was used as a line fiducial. The braided wire was placed in an fCal phantom. 33 Images of the phantoms are shown in Fig. 7 .
In our experience, braided wires have better visibility in US images compared with smooth wires. Both plastic straws and PVA-C tubes are less reflective than wire fiducials traditionally used in US calibration. Conventional B-mode and STA images of these phantoms are shown in Fig. 8 .
Object Segmentation from Ultrasound Images
In this work, automatic segmentation of user defined region of interest was used to localize the centroid of the phantoms. The cross-sectional views of the phantoms used are ellipsoidal, the eccentricity of the ellipse varying with the angle of insonation relative to the orientation of the object. Therefore, the automatic segmentation process used involved automatic detection of bestfit ellipse. The first step of the segmentation is edge detection, where thresholding based on Otsu's method 34 was used to binarize the B-mode image. Morphological operations were performed to thin and smooth the binary images, so the edges could be extracted. For STA images, with high resolution and thin edges of the fiducials in the image, the edge detection was performed using a Canny edge detector. 35 The second step of the segmentation was ellipse fitting, where Simonovsky's MATLAB implementation was employed. First, two points on the edge mask were chosen and defined as the major axis. The minor axis was then determined through the Hough transform. The algorithm iterated over all pairs subject to reasonable exclusion criteria, such as bounds on the major axis length, and the final ellipses were constrained to meet criteria such as bounds on the eccentricity. Segmented fiducials in both conventional B-mode and STA images are displayed in Fig. 8 .
Experimental Setup
The phantom and US probe were held stationary in a water bath. US images of the phantoms and the raw RF data were acquired using a SonixRP US scanner and the SonixDAQ. The US probe and phantom were tracked using an Aurora tracking system. For every phantom position, first, the tracking information of the US probe and the phantom were recorded. Next, the B-mode image with a fixed focus (at 5.47 cm) was acquired directly from the scanner. Finally, STA beamforming and image reconstruction were performed, as described in Sec. 4.2.
Results
Overall, B-mode displayed better visibility of large phantoms due to reduced interference from shadowing, blurring, and ringing effects along object boundaries. STA images displayed fewer of these artifacts with higher resolution and improved interpretability of small phantoms. However, most of the STA images suffered from low contrast and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because of reflections from the sides of the phantom frame and low transmit power as only one transducer element is used to transmit at a time.
Quantitatively, each calibration resulted in a visual alignment of the cross-section of the target and the US image, as shown in Fig. 9 .
For the purposes of evaluation, calibration accuracy was determined by measuring the leave-one-out TRE. These values are recorded in Table 2 .
For statistical analysis, first, multifactorial ANOVA was used to determine the significance of three factors in the experiment. The first factor (I) is the imaging type, either B-mode or STA. The second factor (M) is the phantom material, either a PVA-C tube or a hollow straw. The third factor (T) was the diameter of the phantom, either large (7 mm) or small (3 mm). The results are summarized in Table 3 with an asterisk (*) indicating significant findings. Then, an unpaired t-test was performed to compare the braided wire fiducial with the phantom and imaging type that gave the lowest calibration error with statistical significance based on the ANOVA test.
The resulting model from ANOVA only showing significant components (p < 0.05) is as follows: ANOVA analysis indicates that all three factors had some influence on the resulting leave-one-out TRE either directly or through interaction. The US image type showed significant interaction effects with both factors regarding phantom construction. This analysis shows that the lowest error with statistical significance is associated with SAI using a thin PVA-C tube as it corresponds with decreased error in each function, fðMÞ, gðI; MÞ, and hðI; TÞ. Thus, the calibration error obtained with thin PVA-C tube and SAI was compared with that obtained with the braided wire line fiducial in STA. The result of an unpaired t-test strongly suggests that the smaller PVA-C tube in STA imaging improved calibration accuracy compared with the braided wire in STA imaging, but it was not statistically significant due to the relatively low sample size (p ¼ 0.06).
The results showed that calibration error based on conventional B-mode imaging was reduced for larger diameter phantoms. This is due to a more accurate segmentation of the centroid of the fiducials. For smaller phantoms, shadowing effects and blurring of the fiducials resulted in less accurate automatic segmentation of the centroids, which led to higher calibration error. With SAI, segmentation of the smaller phantoms was improved. However, segmentation of larger objects in SAI did not improve compared with B-mode imaging. In all cases, calibration error from a wire phantom, which is commonly used, was higher than larger phantoms with lower echogenicity.
To decrease US calibration error, we recommend using SAI and small PVA-C tubes. If only B-mode US is available, we recommend the use of a large straw over the conventional braided wire for its accessibility in addition to improved calibration accuracy.
Discussion
We have shown that the optimal phantom construction, both in terms of size and material acoustic properties, is dependent on the US reconstruction and beamforming algorithms. The purpose of US calibration is to find the transformation between the coordinate system of the tracking sensor attached to the probe and that of the image plane. It is important to note that the location of the image plane with respect to the probe, or a sensor attached to it, is independent of US beamforming. Therefore, the US beamforming technique used for US calibration is not required to be the same as the imaging mode used for a clinical procedure following US calibration. As a result, for the purpose of US calibration, an US beamforming that provides a high resolution image of the phantom should be acquired to reduce FLE, improving the overall calibration accuracy. As more advanced US beamforming techniques, such as SAI, become available, we can only expect that the considerations in calibration phantom design remain and that there will not be a single calibration phantom that performs optimally for all techniques.
In this work, we evaluated the performance of SAI in US calibration with different phantom materials and geometries. SAI allows dynamic focusing leading to higher resolution images and improved interpretation compared with conventional B-mode imaging. The improved localization capability improves the accuracy achievable in US calibration. However, one of the limitations of this work is the specific SAI technique used, i.e., STA, as it has a low transmit power due to transmission from a single element of the array transducer, which limits its applicability in calibration at large depths in which the SNR and contrast are poor. These issues could be overcome by employing other SAI techniques, such as multielement SAI 36 and synthetic aperture sequential beamforming, 37 where multiple elements are used for transmission, ensuring sufficient transmitted energy especially at larger depths. Coded excitations can also be used to improve the SNR in SAI. [38] [39] [40] Other advanced US beamforming techniques, such as coherent plane-wave imaging, also provide a higher SNR compared with STA. 41 Although SAI techniques are currently limited by clinical accessibility, open-architecture US scanners including SonixTouch (BK Ultrasound, Analogic Corp.) and ECUBE (Alpinion, Washington) have been developed, allowing for customized beamforming, and a number of commercial medical US manufacturers, such as Siemens, 42 Philips, 43 and Zonare, 44 have recently incorporated similar advanced imaging modes in their US scanners.
Most US calibration procedures, such as those employed in this study, are performed in water using a highly reflective calibration phantom. 15 Therefore, image speckle is not a major concern in the choice of US beamforming and processing. However, in the case of in-situ calibration, where calibration is performed inside the surgical scene, 45 additional aspects of image quality aside from resolution become important. For example, speckle reduction techniques such SAI compounding 46 may improve fiducial localization. In addition, SA tissue harmonic imaging has also been shown to improve image quality. 47 The impact of said techniques in in-situ calibration and their impact on FLE and TRE need future investigation. Moreover, SAI in tissue is susceptible to motion and phase aberration artifacts, caused by spatial variations of the speed of sound in tissue, which may lead to errors in focusing calculations in SAI and deteriorate image quality. 48 The effects of different techniques for target displacement estimation 49 and the correction of motion 24, 50, 51 and phase aberration 52 in SAI for in-situ calibration need further investigation.
While 3-D US calibration has been performed for B-mode imaging, 8 doing so with SAI is hindered by the limited access to raw RF data from 3-D probes and to customized beamforming. However, once such limitations are addressed, 3-D SA images can be reconstructed using 2-D probes. 53, 54 Current commercial 3-D US scanners are optimized for acceptable imaging frame rates as opposed to depth and resolution, which are of higher interest in calibration with a stationary phantom. Barring these difficulties, 3-D probe calibration may be constructed from the combination of biplane calibrations. 45 This work can be extended in a number of ways. First, the phantom materials evaluated in this paper have been constrained to braided wire, plastic straws, and PVA-C tubes. In the future, the range of phantom materials can be extended to include materials used specifically in certain calibration frameworks. For example, in the phantomless calibration technique, 9 the calibration phantom can be replaced by the surgical tool, which is often metallic. It would be interesting to evaluate the performance of advanced US beamforming techniques, such as SAI, on US calibration using such materials. Second, this paper focused largely on the use of cylindrical or line phantoms, which form the majority of US calibration procedures. 15 However, there has been an increasing interest in different phantom geometries for calibration including single-wall phantoms, 7 which may show similar performance differences based on material type and image reconstruction strategy. Lastly, another area of future work will be incorporating TRE prediction models with the proposed phantoms. TRE prediction models are important in guiding how calibration has been performed. Early point-to-point TRE prediction models, such as that developed by Fitzpatrick et al., 13, 14 have seen increasing generality in terms of imaging characteristics, incorporating anistotropic 55 and heteroscedastic 56 FLE. Spatial stiffness-based models have been developed for point-to-point 57 and recently point-to-line 16 TRE prediction, which can be directly applied to the phantom geometries examined in this paper.
Conclusions
Accurate US calibration is a fundamental step for inclusion of US as a real-time modality for use in many image-guided interventions. With increased availability of a diverse array of US beamforming techniques, it is important to consider phantom material and geometry in designing optimal calibration procedures. Using conventional B-mode imaging, we showed that calibration can be improved using large diameter phantoms, compared with smaller diameter plastic straws, PVA-C tubes, or wire fiducials, due to improved fiducial localization. With SAI on the other hand, smaller diameter phantoms with lower echogenicity, i.e., small PVA-C tubes, resulted in better US calibration overall. In the case of a Z-bar calibration, STA significantly reduced the FLE, FRE, and TRE compared with B-mode imaging. This study of the effects of calibration phantom material and thickness has the potential to alter how calibration phantoms are designed cognizant of the image reconstruction and beamforming technique.
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